
Week 1: The students will start with an introduction to the course. They will have an overview 
of the different systems that are used to create a recording. They will also see a couple of the 
clips that have been created and how a live production is ran with the system. They will also 
become familiar with cameras and mixer per the proper use.


Week 2: Students will learn how to troubleshoot the cameras and the mixing board. They will 
go through protocols to make sure that every aspect is functioning properly. Understanding the 
importance of troubleshooting their equipment. They will learn proper filming/directing 
techniques for studio cameras and mixer. They will also learn the effect of light colors and how 
it can affect cameras, as well as how to white-balance


Media Production 

Week 1 Introduction Overview Intro to Cameras

Week 2 In-depth of camera use

(troubleshooting, simple 
repair, etc.)

The proper way to film.

Filming Techniques

Lighting/Coloration

Week 3 Recording Intro to WireCast/In-
house Broadcasting

How to Direct/Operate 
Cameras

Week 4 Streaming In-depth to WireCast 
and how to stream on 
other services

Troubleshooting (In-
house broadcasting and 
streaming)

Week 5 Camera Practice Function as Directors 
and Camera Operators

How to Direct/Operate 
Cameras

Week 6 Camera Practice Function as Directors 
and Camera Operators

How to Direct/Operate 
Cameras

Week 7 Camera Practice Function as Directors 
and Camera Operators

How to Direct/Operate 
Cameras

Week 8 Camera Practice Function as Directors 
and Camera Operators

How to Direct/Operate 
Cameras

Week 9 30 sec Short Students will create a 
30 sec clip

Students will edit and 
finalize clip

Week 10 Running a Live 
Production

Function as Directors 
and Camera Operators

How to Direct/Operate 
Cameras

Week 11 Running a Live 
Production

Function as Directors 
and Camera Operators

How to Direct/Operate 
Cameras

Week 12 Running a Live 
Production

Function as Directors 
and Camera Operators

How to Direct/Operate 
Cameras

Week 13 Running a Live 
Production

Function as Directors 
and Camera Operators

How to Direct/Operate 
Cameras

Week 14 Showcase Students will film the 
showcase



Week 3: The students will learn the role of each camera and operator, how to test the footage 
and how to record and produce a broadcast for television and for the house. They will review 
the different commands and corresponding shots.


Week 4: The students will learn how to create a broadcast for streaming to different platforms. 
They will also learn about other systems for broadcasting. They will learn how to trouble shoot 
and correct them. 


Week 5: The Students will be working on the camera movements, the positions, finding their 
best camera and or position and will practice running a production.


Week 6: The Students will be working on the camera movements, the positions, finding their 
best camera and or position and will practice running a production.


Week 7:  The Students will be working on the camera movements, the positions, finding their 
best camera and or position and will practice running a production.


Week 8: The Students will be working on the camera movements, the positions, finding their 
best camera and or position and will practice running a production. They will also bring their 
computers to discuss different editing softwares and work on their scripts for the following 
Week’s challenge 


Week 9: The 30 Second Short. This will be a competition held in class. The students will be 
segmented into teams, they will create a 30 second clip. They will write a script, act, shoot, 
edit, and finalize it. 


Week 10: The 30 Second Short  and Running a Live Production at Central Triad Church. 
Students will review what they have learned, then they will be able to put what they have 
learned to the test by running a Live Production (broadcast and recording) on Sunday morning 
at Central Triad Church. There are two service (opportunities), one at 9:am and one at 10:45 
am. 

Week 11: The 30 Second Short  and Running a Live Production at Central Triad Church. 
Students will review what they have learned, then they will be able to put what they have 
learned to the test by running a Live Production (broadcast and recording) on Sunday morning 
at Central Triad Church. There are two service (opportunities), one at 9:am and one at 10:45 
am.


Week 12: The 30 Second Short  and Running a Live Production at Central Triad Church. 
Students will review what they have learned, then they will be able to put what they have 
learned to the test by running a Live Production (broadcast and recording) on Sunday morning 
at Central Triad Church. There are two service (opportunities), one at 9:am and one at 10:45 
am. 

Week 13: The 30 Second Short  and Running a Live Production at Central Triad Church. 
Students will review what they have learned, then they will be able to put what they have 
learned to the test by running a Live Production (broadcast and recording) on Sunday morning 
at Central Triad Church. There are two service (opportunities), one at 9:am and one at 10:45 
am.


Week 14: SHOWCASE! For the Showcase the Media Production Students will film the 
showcase.  



1: Class Description  
	 Within this Media Production class, the students will be introduced to media production 
as well as hone their production skills. They will learn how to operate studio cameras and how 
to direct using a mixing console. This class will help to cultivate the filmmaker/director inside 
the student and give them a beginner’s course of filmmaking and broadcasting. The students 
will learn how lighting can affect the mood of their video and an intro on how to use proper 
editing software. 


2: Price 
	 $75


3: Age Group 
	 6th - 12th grade


4: Min-Max Students 
	 6-12


6: Bio 
In 2009, at 11 years old, I began directing cameras for “New Day”,  a 30 minute 

television program which aired on Fox 8 for 52 weeks. I continued to direct cameras and began 
running video mixers for Central Triad Church in later that year and continue still today. I 
graduated high school in 2015, at 16 years old, and began studying at Full Sail University in 
Florida.  In 2017, I obtained a Bachelor’s of Science in Media Communications from Full Sail 
University. During my collegiate studies I earned a “Course Directors Award”, became a 
member of the Nation Society of Collegiate Scholars as well as being named Salutatorian by 
the age of 19.  I have also created production trailers, television commercials and graphics for 
"TheLostShepherd.tv", “StixandStones.tv" and CentralTriadChurch.com.  Currently, I am the 
audio video director for the “Good News” which airs daily during the “Good Morning America” 
show on ABC45, as well as lead the internal media department of Central Triad Church. 


http://shepherd.tv
http://stones.tv

